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ABSTRACT 

As we all know in today’s decade ultra modern production activities and world class 

production technologies, Computer integrated manufacturing system plays a pivotal role in 

organization and production rate, though expensive and long-term investment, such 

technological support are necessary for competitive edge over different aspects. Specifically 

for design and manufacturing systems, proper alignment and parallelism is necessary for 

design and production process in industry where variable products are produced. A slight 

error or change in final required product may cause a flurry of problems across the whole 

production process. Promising way is to assist in design and implementation is the 

Concurrent Engineering (CE) approach when collaborated with Flexible Manufacturing 

Systems (FMS) for better control and productivity across the whole system for the 

production of variable products. Details are provided how this integrated system can be 

used for the concurrent design of products and Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS). 
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INTRODUCTION 

The major problem found in traditional approaches to FMS design is the lack of a suitable 

integrated framework for the decision making and pre-planning at different stages of the design 

process. The concurrent engineering provides guidelines for the integration of product, process 

and facility design [1]. Our main focus is related with the coupling of the manufacturing process 

planning and manufacturing system design. This integrated system was selected because it offers 

the following possibilities: integration of existing applications, distributed capabilities, sharing of 

data, support heterogeneity and finally concurrency. Additionally to these characteristics, the 

integrated system allows the incorporation of knowledge-based capabilities for the design and 

planning activities throughout the concurrent engineering design and FMS. 

CONVENTIONAL APPROACH IN DESIGN PROCESS 

 

Conventional design process or normal design process undertakes a lengthy process for 

developing a basic model after a brief and tiresome procedure. The basic model created does 

not guarantee the overall success of the product. Manufacturing system has to be systematically 

arranged for higher quality and better productive production in alignment with the product. 
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Attributes like Manufacturing lead time also indirectly depends on the design process of the 

product manufacturing system. Here, development process is also a risk management system, 

where in early phases risks are identified and prioritized. Uncertainties are removed through 

thorough calculation and by the experience of the design team and process. If there are either 

certain risky trade-offs implemented across the design which may prove risky during 

production process, then the whole procedure may suffer. As shown in the conventional design 

process (figure 1.) integrated with FMS for highly reliable qualitative output product, if there 

are errors in manufacturing of the product due to design blunder, the whole design procedure 

has to start again from the scratch and results in large amount of financial losses  across the 

organization. 

 

 

Fig 1:  Flow diagram of conventional design process integrated with FMS. 

As shown in the figure 1, all the arrows show the process control through the design, control unit 

and process aspects. The red arrows hint of the all the possible steps to be undertaken while error 

occurs or practical outcome differs from product outcome. The lengthy tiresome job of 
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modifying the product content starts again from the design aspect. Any error caused during the 

product formation at the workstation is directly feed to the design team which undertakes the 

long conventional approach to reform the product design formation. For high quality product, 

integrating FMS leads to high quality and higher productive output if the design aspects are 

correct. The biggest problems lie in FMS is the pre-planning of the product design, failing to do 

so will hamper the production and result in variable losses of the organization [2].   

 

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING PRODUCT DESIGN PROCESS 

Concurrent Engineering (CE) is a systematic approach to integrated product development that 

emphasizes the response to customer expectations. It embodies team values of co-operation, trust 

and sharing in such a manner that decision making is by consensus, involving all perspectives in 

parallel, from the beginning of the product life cycle, from conception to disposal, including cost, 

schedule, and quality and user requirements [3]. 

As shown in the flow diagram (figure 2.) of concurrent engineering design approach, all the 

different teams related to a new product development come together across an equal domain area 

to work out the best possible output undertaking all the advantages and limitations. It Includes 

members from various disciplines involved in the process, including manufacturing, hardware 

and software design, marketing, and so forth [4]. Process activities are at the heart of concurrent 

engineering. Doing several things at once, such as designing various subsystems simultaneously, 

is critical in reducing design time. It helps minimize the chance that concurrent product 

realization will lead to surprises. As soon as new information becomes available, it is shared and 

integrated into the design. Cross functional teams are important to the effective sharing of 

information in a timely fashion [5]. 

In a typical Concurrent Engineering design approach, generally a common database is created 

across the system of the organization where the basic idea of that product is brought together 

through identification of customer needs by the marketing area [6]. After the primary analysis, 

conceptual design and modeling of the product takes place with keeping all the design, 

management, marketing and software teams into loop. Manufacturing simulation of the product 

and rapid prototyping takes place across different models separated through different trade-offs, 

resulting into different product qualities. Unlike in conventional design process, where tradeoffs 

are carried out by separate teams of design and production e.g. design team carries trade-off to 

the best of their design optimization while the product manufacturing team  modifies the design 

created by the design team according to the machines available. So final product developed may 

be slight different from the original designed thus causing errors. This mistake does not happen 

in the Concurrent engineering as all the aspects of the product formation are discussed by the all 

the concerned teams across a common medium so as any change is created by any team, all other 

teams related to the product formation will be notified and thus will undertake the necessary step 

to move further with that modified change in reference. The blocks in the figure 2 are the 

different attributes through which the whole design route passes and the finished product design 

is obtained. Different attributes act along the design procedure to modify the design and the 

process in different aspects. 
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Fig 2: Flow Diagram of Concurrent Engineering design approach integrated with FMS 

 

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING APPROACH INTEGRATED WITH FMS VS. 

CONVENTIONAL DESIGN APPROACH INTEGRATED WITH FMS 

 

Concurrent engineering approach is suitable in industries which produce large amount of 

variable products in batch production with high quality. Concurrent engineering is the far better 

approach for design and development of new product when monetary fund and time are limited 

[6]. Considering the different teams are undertaking the design and development procedure, 

concurrent engineering approach forms the common database or a platform for knowledge and 

information sharing so that the modification or any change in the devised plan or design 

development is notified across all the teams. This will help in systematic approach over all the 

development teams which will modify the product development process   according to their 

functional trade-offs .These variations will go on till the  final draft of the design and 

development shall receive positive approach through all the teams after that the  manufacturing 

teams starts to process the design into finished product. The biggest advantage is that all the 
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teams included in designing and development of the new product is kept in loop and the 

modifications created are justifiable to all other teams. As such there is more accurate similarity 

between the theoretical design and the finished product.  This is not possible in conventional 

design aspect, as the product is passed into manufacturing in FMS, the production line may stop 

if ever a minor design variation or product error takes place. Concurrent engineering and FMS 

currently play a major role, former in designing and later in variable product production with 

higher quality.  

 

CONCLUSION 
  

The boundaries between design, manufacturing, and service no longer exist while integrating 

FMS with Concurrent Engineering design approach. Concurrent Engineering approach in 

designing, in recent times has gained a wider impetus with integration of FMS into higher 

product productivity and quality. With market becoming more and more competitive, launching 

products with wider variations in shorter time, Concurrent engineering with FMS integration has 

worked as a boon for reducing error margin and increasing productivity. 
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